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3 DAYS OF UNIQUE EXPERIENCES 

DISCOVERING NEW COLLECTIONS FROM 
LINGERIE X LOUNGEWEAR X 
SWIMWEAR X ACTIVEWEAR 

X  ACCESSORIES

            Global leaders on the Lingerie x Loungewear x Swimwear x 
Activewear x  Accessories market, the SALON INTERNATIONAL DE 
LA LINGERIE and INTERFILIÈRE PARIS enter a new era, integrating the 
fashion sphere of The WSN trade shows. 
            This union marks the start of a new approach, responding to 
the more and more demanding sharp-witted public’s expectations. The 
SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE and INTERFILIÈRE PARIS 
reinvent themselves in order to offer a global vision where renovation, 
audacity, engagement and positivity are the key words! 
            By bringing the values of CSR for sustainable fashion, by advo-
cating inclusion and diversity to encourage and support emerging and 
engaged sectors; they wish to underline the effervescence, the creati-
vity and the innovations of all supply chains in order to unite all of the 
influential actors of the market.

3 DAYS = 1 BADGE + 5 EVENTS

            WSN operating the SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA
 LINGERIE and INTERFILIÈRE PARIS, the synergy materializes itself,
as of now, through 1 single badge giving access to the biggest 
fashion rendez-vous of the winter season Who’s Next l IMPACT l 
Bijorhca l Salon International de la Lingerie l Interfilière Paris.

 

            
A COMPLETE AND INSPIRING OFFER 

            For this session, the SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE 
and INTERFILIÈRE PARIS welcome more than 400 exhibitors 
‘materials’ and ‘products’. Established brands, international leaders, 
emblematic exhibitors, young creation and new wonders…they have 
responded to the invitation!
            Nearly 250 brands are expected at the SALON INTERNATIONAL 
DE LA LINGERIE & EXPOSED (Andrès Sarda, Atelier Amour, Aubade 
Paris, Chantelle & Chantelle X, Coco de Mer, DKNY, Else, Empreinte, 
Freya, Hanro, Heist Studios, Huit, Icone Lingerie, Journelle, Le Chat, 
Lise Charmel, Lou, Love Stories Intimates, Marie Jo, Opaak, Paloma 
Casille, Panty Promise, Pluto, Primadonna, Réjeanne, Sans Complexe, 
Scandale Eco Lingerie, Simone & Simone Pérèle, Studio Miyagi, Studio 
Pia, The Underdays, Undress Code,  Wacoal…)
            At ‘INTERFILIÈRE PARIS’,  nearly 150 exhibitors are to be disco-
vered in the different sectors #Fabrics #Lace #Embroidery #Acces-
sories #Textile Designers #Fibers #Manufacturing(Antik Dantel, Art 
Martin, Berthéas, Bischoff, Boselli & C Bugis, Cintas, Darquer, Embrex, 
Eurotextile, , Gayou Lace, Grobelastic, Iluna, Innova, Jabouley, Les 
Tissages Perrin, Maison Leveque, Muehlmeier, Willy Hermmann …)
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A SCENOGRAPHY CHARGED 

WITH COLOR ! 

            The SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE and INTERFILIÈRE 
PARIS take part in the journey started by WSN and are adorned with color. 
            Modernized and rethought; the new scenography is signed by 
the Studio Costa-Molinos, co-founded by Romain Costa, ‘architecte en 
balade’ influent and creator of the content and Adan Molinos, a creative 
individual graduated in Spain and Brazil. She shakes the codes, provokes 
new emotions and tells a pleasant story.   
            With its architecture language, this creative duo offers the 
visitors a unique visit experience and real coherence between the two 
shows, staples of the Lingerie supply chain. Imagine a ‘small town’, the 
scenography aims to be sculptural and colorful. Monumental events are 
rythmed by the show and create a dialogue between the different areas. 
The play on volume and colors outline a new circulation and reveal a few 
spaces that allows one to take a breath. The warm palette of orange 
and clementine confers warmth. Playing on contrasts; the show 
becomes a setting where the softness and delicacy of the materials and 
products are sublimed. 

           

            In Hall 4, the SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE and 
INTERFILIÈRE PARIS, invite the visitors to dive into this new universe 
where every space is rethought: the emblematic brands at the entrance, 
the creative universe, including EXPOSED at the heart of the show, 
one only Forum mixing trends ‘products’ and ‘materials’, creating a link 
between the two shows and a space for catwalks and conferences, an 
actual place of life and exchanges installed in ‘INTERFILIÈRE’.

NOT TO BE MISSED!

            The SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE and INTERFILIÈRE 
PARIS prepares an original program of animations, events, workshops 
and conferences to decrypt trends, allowing there to be encounters, 
stimulating creative exchanges and business opportunities.

            
NEW ENERGY, NEW SHOWS! 

            The Salon, sided by ATO Agency, reveals a new approach to 
Lingerie shows. Not to be missed, are 3 catwalks per day including The 
Selection, the ‘hit products’ and the the main pieces of the season !

INSPIRED AND INSPIRING 
CONFERENCES !

 
            An undiscovered decryption of the products, materials, 
market and societal trends.

THE FORUM OF TRENDS

            The Forum of Trends is rethought in order to offer a complete 
form of Fashion information, from the material used to the finished pro-
duct. With its monumental, unseen scenegraphy, it becomes the edge 
between the SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE et INTERFI-
LIÈRE in order to crystallize the trends of the seasons Winter 2023/2024 
and Summer 2024. 
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THE LINGERIE FORUM ORCHESTRATED 
BY VANESSA CAUSSE/WINTER 

2023/2024

‘COLLECTING ICONS’ 
              The timeless pieces reinvent themselves for a new definition of 
an everyday elegance where the final touches are very elaborate.
Mesh is illuminated with softness and personality. The palette of neutral 
colors aims to be reassuring and tainted with emotion (the new whites, 
the mineral colors, the taints of stones and rocks…)

‘COMBINING MATERIALS & TECHNIQUES’
              Opulence of materials, sophistication and richness of a unique 
savoir-faire. In contrast, the materials assemble, complete for a color 
offer where the abstract motifs are inspired by organic sketches. The 
blue or green taints valorize new materials such as silk, organza or mesh.

 

‘TRANSCENDING ROOTS’ 
            The lingerie being a second skin without constraints has become 
essential. Declined in a palette of earthly and pigmented colors, they 
reinvent themselves, adapt to every morphology and skin tones to affirm 
a new kind of sophistication. The innovative materials offer absolut 
comfort without sacrificing aesthetics.

‘LIGHTING COLOURS’
            This season, a joyful colorama seizes the lingerie collections. The 
luminous and vibrant colors underline the curves, follow a moment or 
sublime a detail. They are a positive answer to the gloom and the need 
for affirmative energies. The lingerie presents itself as funny, creative 
and sexy, becoming an accessory of Fashion.
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FORUM GÉNÉRAL INTERFILIÈRE PARIS 
BY CONCEPTS PARIS AND SIGNED BY JOS 

BERRY / SUMMER 2024

           Summer 2024 celebrates the rediscovered optimism and the per-
tinence of the materials. The forum is an illustration of the repositioning 
of the lingerie sector at the heart of fashion and the multitude of deve-
lopments, composing the ensemble of the contemporary undergarment 
fashion wardrobe.The advanced technologies in the 3D concept field, of 
threads, stitching and the ecological solutions make lingerie one of the 
most dynamic sectors of fashion.

 ‘SPICED EVASION’ 
           Through this colorful, multi-cultural exchange of sketches and 
prints, we find artisanal interpretations, prints in blocks, batiks and rustic 
backgrounds. To be noted, is the big comeback of geometric laces !

‘SENSUAL MAGNIFICENCE ’
            A ‘Couture’ spirit where the opulence of materials and the richness 
of the final touches intertwine. This trend reassembles organic prints, 
ornamental placements or light guipures. The reworked, overprinted, 
glittered or metalized materials reign.

 

 

‘SOFT TRADITIONS ’
            Gen Z adore transforming and actualizing vintage fabrics. 
Programmed is the upcycling and recycling of all types of fabrics and of 
authentic lingerie!

‘SOFT COMFORT’
            The softness remains an assured value crossing seasons is pre-
sent in all classifications of fabrics and their different textures (sponge, 
stitching, goffered, soft…).This season, the properties of comfort
 are at the center of the subject: humidity transport, thermic treatments 
and antibacterials. 

‘PURE ATTITUDE’ 
            A charming selection of lace to discover, folds and seersuckers 
made of thin denier, thread and mesh on every level, metallic prints and 
soft lurex.

‘SUPER STRETCH ’ 
            For an active wardrobe, by day and night, the extensibility to two 
and four channels adapt to the ranges of adjusted and reduced sizes. 
the lace and the jacquards make their revolution in order to offer new 
properties and a new sensation of unseen softness. 
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ALL THE 
INNOVATIONS    &                                TRENDS OF TOMORROW

THE SALON  INTERNATIONAL DE LA LINGERIE,  EXPOSED AND  INTERFILIÈRE PARIS 
21ST, 22ND AND 23RD OF JANUARY 2023 IN PARIS, 
PORTE DE VERSAILLES,                                                                                                              HALL 4
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MEDIA CONTACTS 
AKAGENCY / Aleksandra Kawecki 
aleksandra@akagencyparis.com 
06.82.30.35.57 

DO NOT FORGET TO ACCREDIT YOURSELVES 

About WSN - https://whosnext.com

WSN Développement is the company that organizes Parisian shows targeting 
international fashion professionals, principally brands and distributors. 
WHO’S NEXT, in January and September, presents the pret-à-porter, the 
accessory and the beauty and the lifestyle sectors sided by IMPACT, the 
reassembling of initiatives, favorising the ecological and solidary transition, 
and by TRAFFIC, the event dedicated to solutions and innovations for the 
distributors and fashion brands.  
Since Mai 2021, WSN operates the organization of BIJORHCA for BOCI sided 
by WHO’S NEXT. During the Fashion Week in March and October, PREMIERE 
CLASSE presents fashion accessories accompanied by a small selection of 
pret-à-porter. Since July 2022, WSN operates the organization of Salon Inter-
national de la Lingerie and  Interfilière Paris for Eurovet sided by WHO’S NEXT.

© SOMONELO

http://platform.wsn.community/registration/633ae618491e5901502ec459?force_new_registration=true



